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MATHEMATICS OF COMPUTATIONVolume 74, Number 249, Pages 429{454S 0025-5718(04)01682-5Artile eletronially published on May 25, 2004MODULAR EQUATIONS FOR HYPERELLIPTIC CURVESP. GAUDRY AND �E. SCHOSTAbstrat. We de�ne modular equations desribing the `-torsion subgroupsof the Jaobian of a hyperellipti urve. Over a �nite base �eld, we provefatorization properties that extend the well-known results used in Atkin'simprovement of Shoof's genus 1 point ounting algorithm.IntrodutionModular equations relating invariants of `-isogenous ellipti urves are a funda-mental tool in omputational arithmeti geometry. A great e�ort has been devotedto obtaining equations sparser or with smaller oeÆients than the lassial poly-nomials �` [12℄, so nowadays these equations an be omputed eÆiently even forquite large `. One of their important appliations is the determination of the ar-dinality of an ellipti urve de�ned over a �nite �eld [24℄: the best method to date,at least for prime �nite �elds, is the Shoof-Elkies-Atkin algorithm, in whih the`-torsion struture is widely used.Nevertheless, very little is known about similar equations for higher genus urves.Sine the hyperellipti ase is the best suited for omputations, we restrit to thissituation. Our goal in this artile is then twofold:� We de�ne modular equations for hyperellipti urves, without using mod-ular forms. In the partiular ase of genus 1, our equations oinide withthose introdued by Charlap, Coley and Robbins in [11℄.� When the base �eld is �nite, we prove that the well-known fatorizationproperties of genus 1 modular equations extend to our higher genus on-strution. This makes them amenable for use in higher genus extensions ofthe Atkin improvement of Shoof's initial algorithm [27℄.Here is a brief overview of our onstrution. Consider a hyperellipti urve Cof genus g, Ja(C) its Jaobian, and ` a prime. The quotient of the Jaobian bya subgroup of order ` is an abelian variety `-isogenous to Ja(C), but in genusgreater than 1 it is in general not the Jaobian of a urve. General abelian varietiesare more intriate to handle than Jaobians of urves, for whih invariants an beeasily omputed, so we rather study diretly the `-torsion subgroup of the Jaobian.Our modular equations are thus de�ned using the group struture of the `-torsionsubgroup.Reeived by the editor July 15, 2002 and, in revised form, August 16, 2003.2000 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. Primary 11Y40; Seondary 11G20, 11Y16.Key words and phrases. Modular equations, hyperellipti urves, Shoof-Elkies-Atkinalgorithm. 2004 Copyright held by the authors429



430 P. GAUDRY AND �E. SCHOSTMore preisely, these equations are univariate polynomials whose roots are inorrespondene with the yli subgroups of the `-torsion group. This de�nitionavoids the use of modular forms, so it is valid over any perfet �eld. The onstru-tion is very similar to that of resolvents in Galois theory; as suh, when the base�eld is �nite, the fatorization patterns of the modular equations are very spei�,and arry enough information to be of use in higher genus Shoof point-ountingalgorithms.As an example, we have detailed the relationship between the 3-torsion modularequation of a genus 2 urve and the ardinality of its Jaobian modulo 3. Thisequation is now used within Magma's hyperellipti urve pakage [1℄ as part of thepoint-ounting algorithm, sine in many ases the Jaobian order modulo 3 an bededued quikly using this equation. For large �nite �elds of ryptographi size, thegain brought by this method is marginal, as the omputation modulo 3 beomes atiny part of the whole omputation. Yet, in a generalist system suh as Magma,it is also important to optimize point ounting algorithms for smaller base �elds.For suh situations, for �elds of order up to about 106, using the 3-torsion modularequation yields a signi�ant speed-up.The paper is organized as follows. In Setion 1, we preise the notation usedin the sequel. The modular equations are de�ned in Setion 2, where we also givetheir basi properties and detail the example of genus 1. In Setion 3, we prove thatthe modular equations have the expeted speialization properties. This is ruialfor the omputational point of view, whih is studied in Setion 4. In Setion 5,we �nally onsider the �nite �eld ase, and show how the fatorization patterns ofour modular equations extend the well-known ase of genus 1; we apply this for thepoint-ounting problem.Aknowledgments. We thank Fran�ois Morain for his numerous omments andsuggestions. We are grateful to John Boxall for giving us referenes about theManin-Mumford onjeture. The heaviest omputations were done on the ma-hines of the CNRS{�Eole polytehnique MEDICIS omputation enter [2℄, usingthe Magma omputer algebra system [1℄. The seond author is a member of theTERA projet [3℄. 1. NotationLet k be a perfet �eld of harateristi di�erent from 2 and C a genus g hyper-ellipti urve de�ned over k. We suppose that the aÆne part of C is de�ned bythe equation y2 = f(x), with f moni of degree 2g + 1, and for simpliity we shallsay that C is the urve de�ned by y2 = f(x). The unique point at in�nity on C isdenoted by 1.We also assume that the harateristi of k is di�erent from 2g + 1, so thatwe an transform f(x) into a polynomial whose oeÆient in x2g is zero. Thissimpli�ation is similar to what is often done in genus 1 when taking an equationof the form y2 = x3 + Ax+ B. Our results also hold in harateristi 2g + 1, butwith di�erent equations.We denote the Jaobian of C by Ja(C). This is a projetive variety de�nedover k; the anonial injetion C ! Ja(C) assoiates to P 2 C the divisor lass ofP �1; it is also de�ned over k.If K is an extension �eld of k, we may distinguish the urves de�ned on kand K by y2 = f(x), by denoting them C=k and C=K. Then the injetion



MODULAR EQUATIONS FOR HYPERELLIPTIC CURVES 431C=K ! Ja(C=K) extends the injetion C=k ! Ja(C=k), and the group lawon Ja(C=K) extends that of Ja(C=k).In partiular, let k be an algebrai losure of k. Then for a prime `, we willdenote by Ja[`℄ the subgroup of `-torsion elements of Ja(C=k).Let � be the hyperellipti involution on C=k, and let � denote the injetionC=k! Ja(C=k). As a onsequene of the Riemann-Roh theorem, any element inJa(C=k) an be uniquely represented by a divisor of the form D =P1�j�r �(Pj)with the following properties:(1) all Pj are points on the aÆne part of C=k,(2) Pj 6= � (Pj0) for all j 6= j0,(3) r is at most g.The integer r is alled the weight of D.Let D and fPjg1�j�r be as above; sine the points Pj are not at in�nity, wemay take Pj = (xj; yj; 1). Then the Mumford-Cantor representation of D [25, 9℄ isde�ned byD = hu(x); v(x)i = hxr + ur�1xr�1 + � � �+ u0; vr�1xr�1 + � � �+ v0i;where u = Q1�j�r(x � xj) and v(xj) = yj holds with suitable multipliities, sothat u divides v2 � f . Sine k is perfet, the divisor D is de�ned over a �eld Kontaining k if and only if the polynomials u and v have oeÆients in K.For j in 0; : : : ; r � 1, we will denote by uj(D) (resp. vj(D)) the oeÆient uj(resp. vj) in this representation.2. Modular equations2.1. De�nitions. Let ` be an odd prime di�erent from the harateristi of k. Inthis subsetion, we de�ne the `-th modular equation of a genus g hyperellipti urveC de�ned over k.To this end, we onsider the `-torsion divisors in Ja(C=k). The assumption that` di�ers from the harateristi of k implies that the number of `-torsion divisorsof nonzero weight is `2g � 1 [22℄. From now on, we assume that all these divisorshave weight exatly g; see subsetion 2.3 for the relevane of this assumption.Generiity assumption. All nonzero `-torsion divisors in Ja(C=k) have weightg. Let D be an `-torsion divisor. The divisorshDi = �� �` � 12 �D; : : : ;�D; 0; D; : : : ; �`� 12 �D�form a yli subgroup of ardinality ` in Ja[`℄. Our objetive is to be able to\separate" these subgroups, using only algebrai onstrutions. To this e�et wehoose a funtion t`(D) with values in k, whih takes a onstant value on eah ofthe subgroups hDi. Our modular equations may then be thought as a minimalpolynomial of t`.Preisely, we de�ne t` as the following sum:(1) t`(D) = X1�i� `�12 ug�1�[i℄D�:Our generiity assumption implies that this sum is well-de�ned for all nonzero `-torsion divisors D. Note that [�i℄D and [i℄D have the same ug�1-oordinate, so



432 P. GAUDRY AND �E. SCHOSTeven though we restrit the number of summands to (`� 1)=2, t`(D) depends onlyon the subgroup generated by D, as requested.We next de�ne the polynomial �` 2 k[T ℄, whose roots are the values taken by t`on the nonzero `-torsion divisors:�` = YD2Ja[`℄nf0g �T � t`(D)�:The polynomial �` is an (`�1)-th power in k[T ℄. Indeed Ja[`℄nf0g an be writtenas the disjoint union of the `2g�1`�1 sets hDi n f0g, and the funtion t`(D) takes aonstant value on eah part of this partition.We now show that �` is atually in k[T ℄. Let � be in Gal(k=k). If D is anydivisor, ��ug�1(D)� = ug�1��(D)�. Also, � ommutes with the group law, whene��[i℄D� = [i℄�(D), so � indues a permutation among the nonzero `-torsion divisors.If D is suh a divisor, then the equality��t`(D)� = t`��(D)�obviously holds. Sine � permutes the `-torsion divisors, this equality shows that�` is left invariant by �, so �` is in k[T ℄. Sine k is a perfet �eld, and �` is an(` � 1)-th power in k[T ℄, there exists a polynomial �` with oeÆients in k suhthat �` = �`�1` .De�nition 1. The unique moni polynomial �` suh that �` = �`�1` is alled the`-th modular equation of C.The polynomial �` has degree `2g�1`�1 . To emphasize the dependene on the urveC, it may also be denoted by �`(C).The rest of this artile is devoted to desribing the main properties of theseequations, how to ompute them and how to use them for ardinality omputation,in the ase when k is a �nite �eld.Remark 1. Our hoie of the funtion t` is arbitrary. In Setion 5, we show thatthe interesting ase is when �` is squarefree, whih happens when t` takes distintvalues on distint yli subgroups. Unfortunately, this will not be the ase for allurves; for suh urves, an alternative hoie of t` may solve the problem:Instead of onsidering the sum of the ug�1-oordinates of half of the divisorsin the subgroup, we hoose some integer k and form the sum of the k-th powerof any linear ombination of all the oordinates (u; v). Then, we might have toextend the summation in equation (1) to all elements in the subgroup hDi, sinenot all oordinates are negation-invariant. The subsequent results follow in a similarmanner for suh alternative onstrutions.Yet in pratie, hoosing the oordinate ug�1 yields the polynomial with smallestoeÆients when working over Q, and in most of our experiments in genus 1 and2, this polynomial turned out to be squarefree, as requested.Remark 2. In the sequel, we will often onsider urves with generi oeÆients.Thus we de�ne for one and for all the generi urve of genus g as the urve ofequation Cg : y2 = x2g+1 + F2g�1x2g�1 + � � �+ F0;over the rational funtion �eld Q(F0; : : : ; F2g�1). In this ase, the polynomial �`belongs to Q(F0; : : : ; F2g�1)[T ℄, and satis�es the following homogeneity property.



MODULAR EQUATIONS FOR HYPERELLIPTIC CURVES 433Theorem 1. The `-th modular equation of the urve Cg is weighted homogeneous,when giving weight 1 to T and weight 2g + 1� i to Fi for i = 0; : : : ; 2g� 1.Proof. Let � be a nonzero rational, and let eCg be the urve de�ned byy2 = x2g+1 + F̂2g�1x2g�1 + � � �+fF0;where eFi = �2g+1�iFi, for i = 1; : : : ; 2g � 1. Then the map ' : Cg ! eCg de�nedby '(x; y) = (�x; �2g+1y) is an isomorphism between Cg and eCg. This isomorphismextends to an isomorphism between Ja(Cg) and Ja( eCg), whih ats as follows inthe Mumford-Cantor representation:(u0; : : : ; ug�1; v0; : : : ; vg�1) 7! (�gu0; : : : ; �ug�1; �2g+1v0; : : : ; �g+2vg�1):Given an `-torsion divisor D on Ja(Cg), the value t`(D) is sent to �t`(D). Thus�`(F0; : : : ; F2g�1; t`) = 0 () �`(�2g+1F0; : : : ; �2F2g�1; �t`) = 0:This proves the theorem. �The weighted homogeneity implies that not all monomials appear in the mod-ular equation for the generi urve. As a onsequene, our modular equations aresomewhat sparse, and we shall see below that for ellipti urves they provide amuh smaller alternative to the lassial modular polynomials �`.Remark 3. In our formalism, the modular equation for 2-torsion �2 is ill-de�nedin genus greater than 1. Indeed, the generiity assumption for 2-torsion is neversatis�ed, sine the 2g + 1 roots of the de�ning polynomial f(x) give the absissaeof 2g+ 1 weight 1 divisors of 2-torsion. In the partiular ase of ellipti urves, wean set �2 = f .2.2. The ellipti ase. We illustrate our de�nition on an ellipti urve E , givenby an equation y2 = f(x), with f moni of degree 3. In genus 1, the generiityassumption is always satis�ed, sine the only divisor whose weight is not maximalis zero.If P = (x; y) is a point on E and i a positive integer, the oordinates of [i℄P arerational funtions of P , see [30℄:[i℄P = � �i(P ) i(P )2 ; !i(P ) i(P )3� :The polynomials �i(P ),  i(P )2, and also  i(P ) if i is odd, are polynomials in xonly. To follow the notation of the previous subsetion, we see them as polynomialsin the variable T .Given an odd prime `, the absissae of the `-torsion points are the roots of  `.Let P be suh a point; for i in 1; : : : ; `�12 , the denominator in the rational funtion� �i(P ) i(P )2�is oprime to  `. The image of this rational funtion modulo  ` is a polynomialhi;` in k[T ℄ whih gives the absissa of [i℄P in terms of the absissa of P , for P of`-torsion. Then, for all `-torsion points P , t`(P ) is given by the sumt`(P ) = X1�i� `�12 hi;`�x(P )�:



434 P. GAUDRY AND �E. SCHOSTThe polynomial �` is thus the harateristi polynomial of P1�i� `�12 hi;` modulo `, and the modular equation �` 2 k[T ℄ is the (` � 1)-th root of �`.Let us take f = x3+F1x+F0, de�ning what we alled the generi urve of genus1 over Q(F0; F1). Then the �rst values of �` are�3 = T 4 + 2F1T 2 + 4F0T � 13F 21 ;�5 = T 6 + 20F1T 4 + 160F0T 3 � 80F 21 T 2 � 128F1F0T � 80F 20 ;�7 = T 8 + 84F1T 6 + 1512F0T 5 � 1890F 21 T 4 � 9072F1F0T 3+ (�21168F 20 + 644F 31 )T 2 + 5832F 21 F0T � 567F 41 ;�11 = T 12 + 550F1T 10 + 27500F0T 9 � 103125F 21 T 8 � 1650000F1F0T 7+ (�13688400F 20 + 645700F 31 )T 6 + 20625000F 21 F0T 5+ (35793120F1F 20 � 11407385F 41 )T 4+ (34041920F 30 � 58614160F 31 F0)T 3+ (�175832976F 21 F 20 � 2177802F 51 )T 2+ (�235016704F1F 30 + 1351692F 41 F0)T� 110680064F 40 + 6297984F 31 F 20 � 321651F 61 :These polynomials were already onsidered by Charlap, Coley and Robbinsin [11℄, where the authors onstruted them via modular forms. Our modularequations are a generalization to higher genus.Remark 4. Exept for �3, for whih a fator 13 ours, there are no denominatorsin the oeÆients of the modular equations of the generi ellipti urve. This fat isproven in [11℄ using properties of modular forms. In higher genus we do not knowa priori whether there are denominators in the modular equations of the generiurves. The omputation in Setion 4 shows that the modular equation �3 of thegenus 2 generi urve does not have any denominator, but we do not expet this tobe true in general.2.3. Relevane of the generiity assumption. As mentioned in the previoussubsetion, the generiity assumption is satis�ed in genus 1 for all urves, for alltorsion indies oprime to the harateristi of the base �eld.This ondition is also satis�ed for all genus 2 urves for 3-torsion. To see this,onsider a genus 2 urve C. A divisor with nonmaximal weight is of the formP �1 for some point P 2 C. Then the equality [3℄ (P �1) = 0 an be rewrittenas [2℄ (P � 1) = �(P � 1), whih implies that P = 1 by the Riemann-Rohtheorem. Thus, exept for zero, all 3-torsion divisors have weight 2.The generiity assumption is losely related to the Manin-Mumford onjeturewhih states that the Jaobian of a urve over the omplex �eld ontains only �nitelymany torsion elements of weight 1. More generally, Lang's onjeture, whih is nowknown to be true [17, p. 435℄, implies that the Jaobian of a given urve over theomplex �eld ontains only �nitely many torsion elements of nonmaximal weight,as soon as this Jaobian is simple. As a onsequene, for a given urve with simpleJaobian, the number of primes ` for whih the generiity assumption does not holdis �nite, hene the name.Note �nally that this ondition is true for all ` for the urve of genus 2 de�nedby y2 = x5 + 5x3 + x, see [7℄. Using the speialization theorem given in Setion 3,we dedue that the generiity assumption is also true for all ` for the generi urveof genus 2.



MODULAR EQUATIONS FOR HYPERELLIPTIC CURVES 4353. Speialization propertiesIn the ellipti urve point-ounting methods, a widely used strategy is to omputemodular equations over the rationals and then redue them modulo the harater-isti of the base �eld. In this setion, we want to legitimate this approah for ourmodular equations. Our purpose is thus to prove the intuitive result that the re-dutions of the modular equations of a urve C oinide with the modular equationsof the redution of C.We are interested both in speializing the oeÆients of a urve de�ned over arational funtion �eld, and also in reduing the oeÆients of a urve de�ned overa number �eld. Thus we work in the setting of loal and global �elds, whih willhelp enompass both notions. Throughout this setion, we assume one and for allthat all the �elds are perfet.We reall below the de�nition of redution and good redution of a urve de�nedon a loal or a global �eld. Then Theorem 2 proves that if C is a urve with goodredution, and if the redued urve satis�es the generiity assumption for someprime `, then this is also the ase for C, and its `-modular equation speializes asexpeted; the main ingredient of the proof is the injetivity of the redution of the`-torsion, as proven for instane in [17℄. We will use Theorem 2 for omputationalpurposes in Setion 4.First, some notation is neessary. If (K; v) is a non-Arhimedean loal �eld, wedenote by RK = fa 2 K; v(a) � 1g; mK = fa 2 K; v(a) < 1grespetively the ring of integers of K and its maximal ideal.With this notation, let C : y2 = f(x) be a hyperellipti urve de�ned over K,suh that f has its oeÆients in RK. We say that C has good redution if 2dis(f)is not in mK . In this ase, the urve de�ned by the redution of y2 = f(x) modulomK has the same genus as C. This urve is alled the redution of C; its Jaobianis the redution of the Jaobian of C modulo mK , see [23℄.If now K is a global �eld and v a non-Arhimedean valuation of K, the ompletionK of K at v is a loal �eld. Thus the above disussion enables us to de�ne the notionof good redution at v of a urve C de�ned over K: if C is de�ned by an equationwith oeÆients in K\RK, C has good redution at v if C=K has good redution.Then the speialization properties are stated as follows.Theorem 2. Let K be a global �eld, and v a non-Arhimedean valuation of K. LetK be the ompletion of K at v, RK its ring of integers, mK its maximal ideal andk the residual �eld RK=mK . Let C be a genus g hyperellipti urve de�ned over K,and ` an odd prime di�erent from the harateristi of k.Assume that C is de�ned by an equation with oeÆients in K\RK , that C hasgood redution at v, and that the redued urve C satis�es the generiity assumptionfor the prime `. Then C satis�es the generiity assumption for `, all oeÆients of�`(C) are in K \RK, and �`(C) = �`(C) modulo mK .Before proving the theorem, a few omments are in order. Theorem 2 applies tospeializations at non-Arhimedean plaes of number �elds, so for instane it allowsfor the redution modulo prime numbers of modular equations with rational oef-�ients. The seond obvious appliation is the speialization of modular equationswith oeÆients in univariate funtion �elds de�ned over a perfet �eld.



436 P. GAUDRY AND �E. SCHOSTWe onsidered in Setion 2 the ase of the generi urve of genus g, whih isde�ned over the rational funtion �eld Q(F0; : : : ; F2g�1) by the equationy2 = x2g+1 + F2g�1x2g�1 + � � �+ F0:Its modular equations have oeÆients in Q(F0; : : : ; F2g�1). For g > 1, the fration�eld of Q[[F0; : : : ; F2g�1℄℄ is not a loal �eld, so Theorem 2 does not apply diretly,i.e., it does not allow one to speialize F0; : : : ; F2g�1 at one. Yet we may irumventthis diÆulty. Consider the isomorphismQ(F0; : : : ; F2g�1) ' Q(F0; : : : ; F2g�2)(F2g�1):The right-hand side is a univariate funtion �eld over Q(F0; : : : ; F2g�2), for whihTheorem 2 applies; i.e., speializing F2g�1 is allowed. Iterating this proess allowsus to suessively speialize F2g�2; : : : ; F0, as requested.Proof of Theorem 2. Sine K is an extension �eld of K, the modular equations�`(C=K) and �`(C=K) oinide. Thus it is enough to prove the result for the urveC=K, de�ned over the loal �eld K.Let K be an algebrai losure of K, let Ja[`℄ be the `-torsion divisors onJa(C=K) and let I be the anonial injetion C=K! Ja(C=K). Eah divisorD 6= 0in Ja[`℄ an be uniquely written D =P1�j�r(D) I(PDj ), where PD1 ; : : : ; PDr(D) arepoints in C=K, not at in�nity and not pairwise onjugate, and where r(D) is atmost g.We let L be a �nite extension of K, suh that all `-torsion divisors D and allpoints PD1 ; : : : ; PDr(D) are L-rational. Then L is a non-Arhimedean loal �eld for avaluation that extends that of K, and it is still denoted by v. We denote by RL andmL the ring of integers of L and its maximal ideal, and the redution modulo mLis denoted by a bar. We still denote by I the anonial injetion C=L! Ja(C=L).The urve C=L has good redution; the redued urve, de�ned over the residual�eld of L, is still denoted by C; the anonial injetion C ! Ja(C) is denoted by�. Note that the residual �elds of K and L have the same harateristi.Let D be an `-torsion divisor on Ja(C=L). We simplify the notation D =P1�j�r(D) I(PDj ), writing D = P1�j�r I(Pj) instead. Then, due to the goodredution of C, the following holds:D = X1�j�r I(Pj) = X1�j�r I(Pj) = X1�j�r � �Pj� :Moreover, D is an `-torsion divisor on Ja(C). Sine the harateristi of k isdi�erent from `, Theorem C.2.6 in [17℄ shows thatD is not zero. Using the generiityassumption on C, this shows that D has weight g, whih implies that r = g, so Csatis�es the generiity assumption too. This also implies that all points Pj are onthe aÆne part of C.Let us write Pj = (xj; yj; zj), with all oordinates in the ring of integers RL,and at least one of them not in mL. By the above remark, zj does not redueto zero modulo mL, so v(zj) = 1. Dividing by zj , we write Pj as (Xj ; Yj; 1),with oordinates in RL; then Pj is given by (Xj ; Yj; 1). Taking all points Pj intoaount, this shows that ug�1(D) is in RL, and a short alulation also gives that



MODULAR EQUATIONS FOR HYPERELLIPTIC CURVES 437ug�1 �D� = ug�1 (D): Reall now that the funtion t`(D) is de�ned ast`(D) = X1�i� `�12 ug�1�[i℄D�;so that t`(D) is in RL. Sine [i℄D = [i℄D, we �nally onlude that t`(D) = t`(D).The set of nonzero `-torsion divisors on C redues to the set of nonzero `-torsion divisors on C, so �`(C) = QD2Ja[`℄nf0g �T � t`(D)� is in RL[T ℄, and ��`(C)mod mL� = �`(C). Sine C is de�ned over K, �`(C) is atually in RK [T ℄, and��`(C) mod mK� = �`(C).From the de�nition �`(C) = �`(C)`�1, we see that �`(C) is also in RK[T ℄ byGauss' lemma. The above redution an then be written ��`(C)`�1 mod mK� =�`(C)`�1. Sine both polynomials are moni, ��`(C) mod mK� = �`(C). �4. AlgorithmsWe onsider now the question of omputing the modular equations, with anemphasis on the genus 2 ase. In the �rst subsetion, we show how Cantor's divisionpolynomials [10℄ an be used to give a desription of the `-torsion subgroup of ahyperellipti Jaobian in genus 2, from whih its `-th modular equation an bededued; we illustrate this with examples for 3- and 5-torsion. We also present asolution by speialization tehniques for 3-torsion in genus 2. The arbitrary genusase is �nally addressed, using Adleman and Huang's algorithm for omputing the`-torsion points on a hyperellipti Jaobian [4℄.4.1. Computing �` in genus 2. Computing �` is a two-stage proess: �rst om-pute a representation of the `-torsion divisors, then ompute the modular equationusing this information. This strategy was already hinted at in subsetion 2.2, wherewe addressed the ellipti ase. In genus 1, the `-torsion divisors are the roots ofthe ellipti division polynomials, and the modular equations ome from hara-teristi polynomial omputations modulo these division polynomials. In genus 2,the torsion divisors an be haraterized using Cantor's division polynomials [10℄;the subsequent harateristi polynomial omputations are analogous to the elliptiase.In this subsetion, C is a genus 2 urve de�ned over a �eld k by the equationy2 = f(x), with f(x) = x5 + f3x3 + f2x2 + f1x + f0. The solution we presenthere demands further onditions on the `-torsion divisors, whih are generiallysatis�ed. Expliitly, there exists a nonempty Zariski-open subset W of k4 suh thatthe following analysis applies to the urve C as soon as f0; f1; f2; f3 belong to W .4.1.1. First step: omputing the torsion divisors. We use the strategy from [13℄.For a weight 2 divisor D = P1 + P2 � 21, the ondition [`℄D = 0 an be restatedas [`℄(P1 �1) = �[`℄(P2 �1):Let x1; x2; y1; y2 be new variables, and take P1 = (x1; y1), P2 = (x2; y2). Thenthe Mumford-Cantor oordinates of [`℄(P1 � 1) and �[`℄(P2 � 1) are rationalfuntions of x1; x2; y1; y2 with oeÆients in k. These rational funtions an be



438 P. GAUDRY AND �E. SCHOSTderived eÆiently by reursive formulae given in [10℄:[`℄P1 = *x2 + d(`)1 (x1)d(`)0 (x1)x+ d(`)2 (x1)d(`)0 (x1) ; y1e(`)1 (x1)e(`)0 (x1) x+ y1e(`)2 (x1)e(`)0 (x1) + ;where d(`)0 , d(`)1 , d(`)2 , e(`)0 , e(`)1 , e(`)2 are univariate polynomials of degrees respetively2`2 � 3, 2`2 � 2, 2`2 � 1, 3`2 � 2, 3`2 � 3, 3`2 � 2. From now on we assume that `is �xed, and drop the supersript (`) for simpliity.The generiity assumption on C an then be made expliit: in [10℄ it is shownthat a weight 1 divisor D = (x1; y1) � 1 is an `-torsion divisor if and only ifd1(x1) = d0(x1) = 0. Hene the generiity assumption is valid on C if and only ifd1 and d0 are oprime polynomials.If this is the ase, we form the equations in x1; x2; y1; y2 expressing the equality[`℄(P1 �1) = �[`℄(P2 �1): d1(x1)d0(x1) = d1(x2)d0(x2) ;d2(x1)d0(x1) = d2(x2)d0(x2) ;y1e1(x1)e0(x1) = �y2e1(x2)e0(x2) ;y1e2(x1)e0(x1) = �y2e2(x2)e0(x2) :Further equations and inequalities must be added to this system:y21 = f(x1); y22 = f(x2);x1 6= x2; d0(x1)e0(x1) 6= 0:The equations speify that P1 and P2 are indeed points on the urve. The �rstinequality is neessary to disard the obvious solutions P1 = �P2, but may alsoeliminate points P1 suh that [`℄(P1 �1) is of 2-torsion. The seond inequalityallows one to lean the denominators, and it is equivalent to the assumption that[`℄(P1 �1) has weight 2.Due to the symmetry in (P1; P2), for a general urve, this system has 2(`4 � 1)solutions, but this number may drop if [`℄(P1�1) is of 2-torsion or has weight 1, forsome `-torsion divisor of the form D = P1 + P2� 21. Letting I` � k[x1; x2; y1; y2℄be the ideal de�ning the solutions of the above system, we thus have to hek that I`has the maximalnumber of solutions, i.e., 2(`4�1). We assume from now on that weare in this favorable ase. Furthermore, as an outome of an elimination proedure,we assume that a basis of the quotient k[x1; x2; y1; y2℄=I` and the orrespondingmultipliation table are available.4.1.2. Seond step: deduing �`. In genus 2, the funtion t`(D) de�ned in Setion 2beomes t`(D) = X1�i� `�12 u1�[i℄D�:Roughly speaking, we want to ompute t` modulo I`. To this e�et, for i =1; : : : ; (` � 1)=2, we let hi;` be the polynomial in k[x1; x2; y1; y2℄ whih takes thevalue u1�[i℄D� when evaluated on an `-torsion divisor D. The reader may refer tosubsetion 2.2, where similar polynomials are derived in genus 1.



MODULAR EQUATIONS FOR HYPERELLIPTIC CURVES 439To obtain hi;`, we ompute the Mumford-Cantor oordinates of [i℄(P1 �1) +[i℄(P2�1), where P1 (resp. P2) is the point of oordinates (x1; y1), resp. (x2; y2),all omputations being done modulo I`. These omputations an be done usingCantor's division polynomials and Cantor's addition algorithm [9℄. As suh, theyinvolve divisions modulo I`, whih are possible in general, but may fail in unlukyases.We assume from now on that all these divisions an be done. In this lukyase, due to the symmetry in (P1; P2), the polynomial �` de�ned in Setion 2 isthe square root of the harateristi polynomial of T` :=P1�i� `�12 hi;` modulo I`.Thus, knowing the harateristi polynomial of T`, we dedue the modular equation�` by taking its 2(`� 1)-th root.4.1.3. Complexity estimates. To perform the above tasks, we an use standard ef-fetive elimination algorithms suh as Gr�obner bases [8℄ or geometri resolutionproedures [14, 15℄. Yet, the very spei� shape of the system de�ning the ideal I`enables us to estimate preisely the number of operations neessary to ompute �`.Expliitly, we now show that, up to logarithmi fators, �` an be omputedin O(`8) base �eld operations. To this e�et, we assume that fast algorithms forpolynomial multipliation, gd, . . . , are used and neglet all logarithmi fators:the notation g 2 Oe(f) means that g belongs to O(f log(f)a), for some onstant a.All relevant referenes an be found in [31℄.First, following [13℄, we note that for a generi hoie of the urve C, the minimalpolynomialR of x1 modulo I` has the maximal possible degree, that is, `4�1. Theartile [13℄ already shows how to ompute this polynomial: using fast resultant andgd omputations, this an be done in Oe(`6) base �eld operations. In fat, by asubresultant omputation, x2 an be expressed in terms of x1, and expressions fory1 and y2 follow at no higher ost. Thus we obtain a Gr�obner basis of I` for alexiographi order. Then, performing a multipliation or a division in the abovebasis an be done within Oe(`4) base �eld operations.Let us turn to the seond step, the dedution of �`. We follow the algorithmgiven in the previous paragraphs. Performing Cantor's addition algorithm requiresa �xed number of operations modulo I`. Sine O(`) suh additions are neessary,all polynomials hi;` de�ned above, and thus T`, an be omputed in Oe(`5) base�eld operations.The harateristi polynomial of T` an then be dedued in Oe(`8) base �eldoperations. To this e�et, we �rst ompute the �rst 2(`4 � 1) powers of T`, for aost of Oe(`8) base �eld operations. Then we ompute the trae of eah of thesepolynomials in the extension k ! k[x1; x2; y1; y2℄ without a�eting the omplexity.Finally, we reover the harateristi polynomial of T` using Newton's relationsfor the same ost. Yun's squarefree deomposition algorithm [32℄ �nally gives thepolynomial �`, without inreasing the asymptoti omplexity.Note that the above omplexity estimates depend only on `. Therefore in thease of a �nite base �eld of ardinality q, the number of bit-operations grows likeOe(`8 log q). Hene the size of the base �eld is not a limiting fator.4.1.4. First example: 3-torsion. For the partiular ase of the 3-torsion in genus2, we already noted that the generiity assumption is always satis�ed. Furthersimpli�ations arise in this ase.Consider again the equations in x1; x2; y1; y2 expressing that [3℄(P1 � 1) =�[3℄(P2�1). The omputation shows that all denominators in these equations are



440 P. GAUDRY AND �E. SCHOSTpowers of f(x1) and f(x2); the Riemann-Roh theorem shows that these are nonzeroquantities if P1 + P2 � 21 is of 3-torsion. In other words, the ideal I3 desribedabove always has the maximal number of solutions, i.e., 2� (34 � 1) = 160:Cantor's division polynomials d0, d1, d2, e0, e1, e2 for 3-torsion have degrees 17,16, 15, 25, 25, 24. We de�ne the ideal I3 � k[x1; x2; y1; y2℄ using these polynomials;then the de�nitions in Setion 2 show that for 3-torsion, t3(D) oinides with u1(D),so �3 is the square root of the harateristi polynomial of x1 + x2 modulo I3, and�3 is the square root of �3.As an example, if C is the genus 2 urve de�ned over Fp with p = 101009 by theequation y2 = x5 + x3 � 2233x2+ 1944x+ 21551;then its modular equation for 3-torsion is�3(T ) = T 40 + 312T 38 + 74066T 37+ 21549T 36+ 98476T 35+ 77413T 34+ 11876T 33+ 87429T 32+ 62497T 31+ 26387T 30+ 53806T 29+ 55344T 28+ 3150T 27+ 85491T 26+ 39525T 25+ 66578T 24+ 43546T 23+ 37423T 22+ 17475T 21+ 96511T 20+ 45626T 19+ 38344T 18+ 36106T 17+ 88202T 16+ 80287T 15+ 16826T 14+ 27075T 13+ 64347T 12+ 84421T 11+ 99539T 10+ 78579T 9+ 29813T 8+ 30858T 7+ 58361T 6+ 37204T 5+ 39712T 4+ 98618T 3+ 92702T 2+ 47474T + 57754:4.1.5. Seond example: 5-torsion. We illustrate the ase of 5-torsion with the sameurve. The ideal I5 � Fp[x1; x2; y1; y2℄ is generated using the univariate polynomialsd0, d1, d2, e0, e1, e2 for 5-torsion, of respetive degrees 49, 48, 47, 73, 73, 72. Asindiated above, we apply the resolution tehniques of [13℄, so as to obtain a basisof Fp [x1; x2; y1; y2℄=I5:For 5-torsion in genus 2, t5(D) equals u1(D) + u1�[2℄D�. Taking P1 = (x1; y1),P2 = (x2; y2) and D = P1+P2�21, we ompute the Mumford-Cantor oordinatesof [2℄D modulo I5, from whih we dedue t5 as a funtion de�ned modulo I5, itsharateristi polynomial �5, and �nally �5:�5(T ) = T 156 + 100894T 155+ 45811T 154+ 44233T 153+ 39740T 152+ 95818T 151+ 4458T 150+ 93570T 149+ 28550T 148+ 1113T 147 + 63748T 146+ 65156T 145+ 19143T 144+ 19730T 143+ 33367T 142+ 20907T 141 + 63820T 140+ 51940T 139 + 42326T 138+ 29817T 137+ 75942T 136+ 59745T 135 + 97234T 134+ 85218T 133 + 24915T 132+ 16689T 131+ 93260T 130+ 46818T 129 + 27999T 128+ 93775T 127 + 2219T 126+ 19973T 125+ 1129T 124+ 52225T 123+ 6886T 122 + 85816T 121+ 77152T 120+ 12511T 119+ 64657T 118+ 14966T 117 + 42288T 116+ 90382T 115 + 60923T 114+ 40482T 113+ 43464T 112+ 61885T 111 + 2196T 110+ 60160T 109+ 78999T 108+ 88624T 107+ 86206T 106+ 1602T 105 + 73726T 104+ 27596T 103+ 4276T 102+ 93140T 101+ 58403T 100+ 1234T 99 + 88895T 98+ 59594T 97+ 13604T 96+ 6248T 95+ 30964T 94+ 40104T 93+ 58036T 92+ 38120T 91+ 69691T 90+ 75816T 89+ 22051T 88+ 36408T 87+ 59984T 86+ 96659T 85+ 35117T 84+ 96676T 83+ 62595T 82+ 51710T 81+ 38161T 80+ 68329T 79+ 99009T 78+ 10635T 77+ 97403T 76+ 58767T 75+ 74987T 74+ 26947T 73+ 100504T 72+ 6849T 71 + 50414T 70+ 38143T 69+ 82683T 68+ 24600T 67+ 83911T 66+ 80258T 65+ 98589T 64+ 76450T 63+ 89676T 62+ 9956T 61+ 58260T 60+ 92379T 59+ 57187T 58+ 40082T 57+ 33146T 56+ 20951T 55+ 77435T 54+ 3376T 53+ 67384T 52+ 96487T 51+ 74090T 50+ 65498T 49+ 61846T 48+ 62046T 47+ 30397T 46+ 18364T 45+ 55016T 44+ 32487T 43+ 94900T 42+ 33300T 41+ 25231T 40+ 71704T 39+ 59710T 38+ 44750T 37+ 31125T 36+ 10050T 35+ 7371T 34 + 29794T 33+ 72166T 32+ 14168T 31+ 53045T 30+ 80342T 29+ 20690T 28+ 79145T 27+ 74121T 26+ 1983T 25+ 37232T 24+ 76446T 23+ 6132T 22+ 98206T 21+ 94392T 20+ 81694T 19+ 43792T 18+ 60209T 17+ 98392T 16+ 60483T 15+ 71502T 14+ 94495T 13+ 77466T 12+ 61989T 11+ 51160T 10+ 65902T 9+ 28152T 8+ 70740T 7+ 94924T 6+ 4993T 5+ 30256T 4+ 62697T 3+ 27820T 2+ 55949T + 63692:



MODULAR EQUATIONS FOR HYPERELLIPTIC CURVES 4414.1.6. The partiular ase of the generi urve. We have a speial interest in thegeneri urve of genus 2 de�ned over Q(F0; F1; F2; F3) by the equationC2 : y2 = x5 + F3x3 + F2x2 + F1x+ F0;and its modular equations in Q(F0; F1; F2; F3)[T ℄. Computing these polynomials isa one-time job, whih beomes useful in onjuntion with the speialization theoremof Setion 3, as illustrated below.The �rst ase of interest is for 3-torsion. To ompute �3(C2), the eliminationtehniques mentioned above beome umbersome: the base �eld is now a rationalfuntion �eld, and we have no ontrol on the degrees in (F0; F1; F2; F3) of theintermediate expressions we have to handle. Thus we used alternative resolutiontehniques, based on the work of the TERA group [3℄: the algorithm we used isbased on a symboli Newton operator, whih enables us to ompute suessiveapproximations of �3(C2), with inreasing preisions in (F0; F1; F2; F3), startingfrom the data of �3 for a urve with rational oeÆients.Using these tehniques, omputing �3(C2) requires approximately 4 hours ofCPU time using Magma, on a 4 GB, 500 MHz Compa DS20 proessor. We mentionthat a diret approah based on a Gr�obner basis omputation fails, by lak ofmemory. For more details, we refer to [29℄.The resulting polynomial �3(C2) an be downloaded from the web-page of theseond author http://www.mediis.polytehnique.fr/~shost/. It has 1747monomials with nonzero oeÆients, belongs to Z[F0; F1; F2; F3℄[T ℄, and is moniin T . To have an estimate of its size, here are its �rst oeÆients:�3 = T 40 + 312F3T 38 � 7904F2T 37 + (�16344F 23 + 183488F1)T 36+ (337536F3F2 � 4179456F0)T 35+ (345456F 33 + 464064F3F1 � 2381088F 22 )T 34+ (�6044256F 23F2 � 196322688F3F0 + 33608832F2F1)T 33 + � � � :The largest oeÆient in absolute value is 304960695828480.Now let p be a prime greater than 3 and C a genus 2 urve de�ned over Z=pZby the equation C : y2 = x5 + f3x3 + f2x2 + f1x+ f0:Theorem 2 shows that the polynomial �3(C) 2Z=pZ[T ℄ is obtained by substitutingthe values fi for the indeterminates Fi in �3(C2) after reduing its oeÆient modulop. We note that this solution is used within Magma's hyperellipti urve pakage [1℄.Until now, we always exluded the ase ` = p. To get a hint about the problemsthat an arise, we an redue all the oeÆients of �3(C2) modulo 3, expeting somedegeneray similar to the Kroneker relations for the ellipti modular polynomials�`. We obtain�3(C2) � �T 4 + f1T � f2� �T 12 + f1T 9 � f0f2T 6 + (f30 f1 � f0f1f2 � f31 )T 3+f30 f21 � f20 f22 � f0f21 f2 � f40 f2 � f41 � f32�3 mod 3� �T 4 + f1T � f2� �T 4 + 3pf1T 3 � 3pf0f2T 2 + 3pf30 f1 � f0f1f2 � f31T+ 3pf30 f21 � f20 f22 � f0f21 f2 � f40 f2 � f41 � f32�9 mod 3:In harateristi 3, the Jaobian of a urve of genus 2 has at most 9 points of3-torsion. Therefore there are at most 4 distint values for the u1-oordinate of



442 P. GAUDRY AND �E. SCHOST3-torsion elements, whereas �3 modulo 3 has 8 roots. We dedue that Theorem 2annot be generalized easily to the ase p = `.The next interesting ase is that of �5(C2) for 5-torsion. We estimate that thispolynomial has several millionmonomials, so new tehniques will be needed to storeit, relying on the evaluation philosophy of [16℄.4.2. Computing the modular equation: the general ase. The solution ofsubsetion 4.1 is spei� to genus 2, and requires additional nonvanishing assump-tions. We turn here to the general ase of a genus g hyperellipti urve C de�nedover a �eld k, and indiate how to ompute its `-th modular equation. This proessis very similar to the one desribed above: �rst ompute a representation of the`-torsion divisors on Ja(C), then ompute the modular equation. The previousadditional assumptions are ruled out now, at the ost notably of a more deliatepre-omputation.As in the genus 2 ase, the Mumford-Cantor oordinates of the `-torsion divisorsare algebrai over k. For the general ase, Adleman and Huang propose in [4℄ analgorithm that omputes a representation of these numbers by the following objets,whose existene is guaranteed if C satis�es the generiity assumption for `:(1) A funtion q in k[u0; : : : ; ug�1; v0; : : : ; vg�1℄, for instane a linear form. Thefuntion q must take `2g � 1 distint values on Ja[`℄ n f0g, i.e., q mustseparate the points of Ja[`℄ n f0g.(2) The squarefree polynomial Q = QD2Ja[`℄nf0g �S � q(D)� in k[S℄.(3) The interpolating polynomials U0; : : : ; Ug�1; V0; : : : ; Vg�1 in k[S℄ of degreeless than `2g � 1 suh that for all `-torsion divisors D, Ui (resp. Vi) takesthe value ui(D) (resp. vi(D)) when evaluated at q(D).Adleman and Huang's algorithmworks in a omplex setting of semi-algebrai maps,whih reets the fat that in the general ase, the multipliation by an `-map an-not be represented by a single rational funtion in Mumford-Cantor's oordinates.One the above objets are known, they let us ompute the polynomial �`; thenthe modular equation �` is dedued just as in subsetion 4.1. The omputation of�` follows the same inspiration as in the previous subsetion. Again, reall that thefuntion t`(D) is de�ned ast`(D) = X1�i� `�12 ug�1�[i℄D�:For simpliity, assume �rst that the polynomial Q is irreduible, so A := k[S℄=(Q)is a �eld, and let s be the image of S in A. Sine A is a �eld, for any i, we anapply Cantor's algorithm [9℄ of multipliation by i in A[x℄ to the divisorD(s) = hxg + Ug�1(s)xg�1 + � � �+ U0(s); Vg�1(s)xg�1 + � � �+ V0(s)i:Let hi;` 2 A be the ug�1-oordinate of [i℄D(s). If we onsider hi;` in k[S℄, thenug�1�[i℄D� = hi;`�q(D)� holds for all `-torsion divisors D. This implies thatt`(D) = X1�i� `�12 hi;`�q(D)�also holds for all `-torsion divisors D. Thus the polynomial �` is the harateristipolynomial of P1�i� `�12 hi;` modulo Q.



MODULAR EQUATIONS FOR HYPERELLIPTIC CURVES 443In the general ase, the polynomial Q is squarefree but not irreduible; then Ais not a �eld, but a produt of �elds: A ' QAj . This might make it impossibleto apply the multipliation by i algorithm to the divisor D(s), sine this algorithmrequires divisions inA. A �rst solution to obtain �` onsists in fatoringQ: applyingthe proess desribed above in eah �eld Aj yields a polynomial �`;j, and theprodut of all �`;j is �`.Of ourse, we want to avoid the fatorization. Then a better solution is dynamievaluation tehniques [19℄: the iterates of D(s) are omputed as if A = k[S℄=(Q)were a �eld. The divisions in A are performed using Extended GCD omputations.When a division ours where the dividend is not invertible in A, we have found anew fator of Q. Then we pursue the omputations modulo eah fator and �nallymultiply all results, as above. Thus the fatorization of Q is not required; only theneessary fators ome out in the Extended GCD omputations.5. Fatorization patterns of �` over a finite fieldLet C be a hyperellipti urve of genus g over a �nite �eld Fq . Let ` be a primeoprime to q and let us assume that the generiity assumption holds for the `-torsionon C. The polynomial �` an be fatored over Fq . Due to the Galoisian properties ofthe polynomial, the possible patterns of fatorization are very spei�. The generalresult is stated in the �rst subsetion; then we give the expliit examples of genus1 and genus 2, and the appliation to point-ounting in the last subsetion.5.1. Link with the Frobenius ation. Let � : x 7! xq denote the q-th powerFrobenius ation on Fq , extended to C and to Ja(C). The `-torsion subgroupJa[`℄ an be viewed as an F`-vetor spae of dimension 2g on whih � ats as anendomorphism. The following result is a general statement on the relation between� and the fatorization patterns of the modular equations; the preise form is givenin Lemma 2 below.Theorem 3. Assume that �` is squarefree. Then the endomorphism � of the F`-vetor spae Ja[`℄ determines the fatorization pattern of �`.The proof of Theorem 3 is derived from the following lemma.Lemma 1. Assume that �` is squarefree and let D and E be nonzero `-torsiondivisors. Then t`(D) = t`(E) () E 2 hDi:Proof. The diretion ( follows from the de�nition of t`. For the onverse implia-tion, sine �` is squarefree, the number of values taken by t` is maximal; thereforetwo distint subgroups annot give the same value. �We de�ne the modi�ed order of a polynomial P with oeÆients in a �nite �eldas ord�(P ) = minfk 2 N�; deg(Xk mod P (X)) = 0g:This notation is used in this setion and in the Appendix.Lemma 2. Let D be a nonzero `-torsion divisor of Ja[`℄. Let VD be the F`-vetorspae generated by the Galoisian onjugates of D:VD = SpanF̀ f�n(D); n 2 Ng:Let P be the harateristi polynomial of � restrited to VD. If �` is squarefree,then the degree of the extension of Fq where t`(D) is de�ned is ord�(P ).



444 P. GAUDRY AND �E. SCHOSTProof. Let k be the smallest positive integer suh that �k(D) 2 hDi. Sine ��xes Fq , we hek as in Setion 2 that ��t`(D)� = t`��(D)�, and so for all i �0, �i�t`(D)� = t`��i(D)�. By de�nition of k, for i < k, �i(D) is not in hDi,so t`(��i(D)� 6= t`(D) by the previous lemma, i.e., �i�t`(D)� 6= t`(D). Sinet`��k(D)� = t`(D), we have proven that k is the degree of the extension of Fqwhere t`(D) is de�ned.We now onsider the harateristi polynomial P of � restrited to the spae VDgenerated by the onjugates of D. Due to the de�nition of VD, P is the minimalpolynomial of � restrited to VD. Denoting by � the element of F�̀ suh that�k(D) = �D, we see that the endomorphism �k � �Id is trivial on D and on all itsonjugates; therefore it is trivial on the whole of VD. Hene we haveXk � � � 0 mod P (X):Conversely, let k0 and � be suh that Xk0 �� � 0 mod P (X); then �k0 is equal to�Id on VD and in partiular on D: therefore k0 must be larger than or equal to k.The integer k is then the minimal having this property, as announed. �Proof of Theorem 3. Let M be the matrix of the ation of � on a basis B of Ja[`℄.For all D in Ja[`℄ expressed as a vetor aording to the same basis, �nding VDand the assoiated polynomial P (X) is a matter of elementary linear algebra. Theextension where the root of �` assoiated to D is de�ned follows easily. Heneknowing the matrix M gives all the extensions where the roots of �` are de�ned,whih gives the fatorization pattern, beause the �eld of de�nition is �nite. �5.2. Genus 1. The fatorization patterns of the modular polynomial of an elliptiurve are well known [6, p. 119℄. We restate them here for ompleteness; this givesa avor of the genus 2 ase that follows. Note that this result is usually given forthe lassial modular equations �` relating the j-invariants of `-isogenous elliptiurves; they have the same fatorization patterns as ours.In the sequel, notations suh as(n1)�1 � � � (nk)�k or (n1; : : : ; n1| {z }�1 ; : : : ; nk; : : : ; nk| {z }�k )stand for a squarefree polynomial having �i irreduible fators of degree ni, for iin 1; : : : ; k; then �i = ni�i.Theorem 4. Let E be an ellipti urve over Fq , and let ` be oprime to q. LetX2 � X + q be the harateristi polynomial of the Frobenius endomorphism �.Assume that the modular polynomial �` is squarefree. Then the set of degrees of itsirreduible fators is one of the following, where r is an integer greater than 1:(1) (1; `) or (1; 1; : : : ; 1) if 2 � 4q � 0 mod `.(2) (1; 1; r; r; : : :r) if 2 � 4q is a nonzero square modulo `.(3) (r; r; : : : ; r) if 2 � 4q is not a square modulo `.Case 1 orresponds to a Frobenius endomorphism having a double eigenvalue.Aording to the presene of one or two bloks in the Jordan deomposition we getone or the other subase. Case 2 is the ase where there are two distint eigenvalues.Case 3 is the nondiagonalizable ase.



MODULAR EQUATIONS FOR HYPERELLIPTIC CURVES 4455.3. Genus 2. In genus 2, we study all possible redutions of the matrix of theFrobenius endomorphism and get the orresponding fatorization patterns for �`.The lassi�ation is done aording to the possible fatorization patterns of theminimal and harateristi polynomials of the Frobenius endomorphism �, fromwhih we dedue a blok-redution of the matrix of �; the fatorization patternof the modular equation is then dedued from Lemma 2. The two lemmata belowredue the number of ases to onsider.Lemma 3. If the harateristi polynomial of the Frobenius endomorphism has atriple root modulo `, then the multipliity is atually 4.Proof. Let (X � A)3(X � B) be the harateristi polynomial of � modulo `. ByWeil's theorem, if � is a root of the harateristi polynomial of �, then q=� is also aroot of it. Therefore we have A2 � q mod ` and AB � q mod `. But q is nonzeromodulo `, so that A � B mod `. �Lemma 4. Let V � F4̀ be a �-stable subspae of dimension 3. Then either V is anontrivial diret sum of �-stable subspaes, or the minimal polynomial of � equals(X �A)4, for some nonzero A 2 F` .Proof. We suppose that V annot be deomposed as a nontrivial diret sum of �-stable subspaes, and we prove that the minimal polynomial of � equals (X �A)4,for some A 2 F` . We �rst prove that the harateristi polynomial of � takes thisform.Let � and �V be the harateristi polynomials of respetively � and its restri-tion to the �-stable subspae V . From our hypothesis on V , we dedue that �Vadmits only one irreduible fator. Let D be a supplementary vetor of V : thereexists A 2 F` suh that �(D) = AD + R, with R 2 V . We dedue that A is a rootof �; by Weil's theorem, A is nonzero, and q=A is also a root of �. But then q=A isa root of �V , so �V = (T � q=A)3. By the above lemma, we dedue that A = q=A,and � = (T � A)4.The minimal polynomial of � is some power of (T � A); we now prove that itpreisely equals (T � A)4. To this end, let us onsider the Jordan deompositionof the restrition of � to V . Our assumption on V implies that there is only oneJordan blok, with A on the diagonal. Thus, there exist D1; D2; D3 in V suh thatin the basis (D1; D2; D3; D) of F4̀, the matrix of � takes the form2664 A 1 0 Z0 A 1 Y0 0 A X0 0 0 A 3775 ;for some X;Y; Z in F`. Note that by Weil's theorem, we have A2 = q in F`.Let e`(:; :) denote the Weil pairing on Ja[`℄. Reall that this is an alternatenondegenerate bilinear form with values in the `-th roots of unity in an algebrailosure of Fq and suh that e`(�(�); �(�0)) = (e`(�;�0))q for all `-torsion divisors�;�0. Using this pairing, we now prove that X 6= 0; this onludes the proof, sinethis implies that (� � AId)3 is not zero.Using the equality A2 = q, we havee`(D1; D3)q = e`(AD1; AD3 +D2) = e`(D1; D3)qe`(D1; D2)A:



446 P. GAUDRY AND �E. SCHOSTThus, sine A is not zero modulo `, we dedue that e`(D1; D2) = 1. Similarly,writinge`(D2; D3)q = e`(AD2 +D1; AD3 +D2) = e`(D2; D3)qe`(D1; D3)Ae`(D1; D2);we dedue that e`(D1; D3) = 1. Let us �nally onsider the equalitye`(D2; D)q = e`(AD2 +D1; AD +XD3 + Y D2 + ZD1)= e`(D2; D)qe`(D2; D3)AXe`(D1; D)A:If X = 0, then e`(D1; D) = 1, whih ontradits the nondegeneray of e`. ThusX 6= 0. �Using Lemmata 3 and 4, we now proeed to enumerate all admissible redutionpatterns of � and apply Lemma 2 to get the orresponding fatorization pattern of�`. We give below all details for one ase and leave the others to the reader. Theresults are olleted in the Appendix.5.3.1. A omplete example. Assume that the minimal (resp. harateristi) poly-nomial of � an be written PQ (resp. PQ2), with P irreduible of degree 2 andQ of degree 1. Then there exists a basis (D1; D2; D3; D4) of Ja[`℄ in whih thematrix of � has the form M = A2 00 b 00 b ;where A2 is a 2 � 2 matrix whose harateristi polynomial is irreduible modulo`, and b is a salar.For all 0 6= D 2 hD3; D4i, we have �(D) = bD, and by Lemma 2, the subgroupsof order ` inside hD3; D4i orrespond to roots of �` de�ned over F` . There are asmany roots as lines in hD3; D4i, i.e., `2�1`�1 = `+ 1.For all 0 6= D 2 hD1; D2i, the vetor spae generated by the onjugates ofD is VD = hD1; D2i and the harateristi polynomial of � restrited to VD isthe harateristi polynomial of the matrix A2. By Lemma 2, the root of �` as-soiated to the subgroup generated by D is therefore in an extension of degreeord�(Charateristi polynomial of A2), whih we denote by ord(A2). Again thereare `+1 roots; thus ord(A2) divides `+1. Finally, we have (`+1)=ord(A2) fatorsof degree ord(A2) in �`.For all D = E + F , where 0 6= E 2 hD1; D2i and 0 6= F 2 hD3; D4i, the vetorspae generated by the onjugates of D is VD = hD1; D2; F i and the harateristipolynomial of � on VD is equal to the harateristi polynomial of A2 multiplied by(X � b). We denote by ord(A2b) the value of ord� for this polynomial; this is thedegree of the extension where we �nd the roots. The number of lines generated bysuh D's is (` � 1)(`+ 1)2.To summarize, �` ontains� ` + 1 linear fators,� (` + 1)=ord(A2) fators of degree ord(A2),� (` � 1)(` + 1)2=ord(A2b) fators of degree ord(A2b).



MODULAR EQUATIONS FOR HYPERELLIPTIC CURVES 4475.4. Appliation to point-ounting. Let C be a hyperellipti urve of genus gover a �nite �eld Fq for whih we want to ompute the ardinality of the Jaobian.The harateristi polynomial of the Frobenius endomorphism is denoted by F ;then #Ja(C) = F(1).The priniple of the high genus variants of Shoof's algorithm [26, 21, 18℄ is toompute F(1) modulo several small primes ` using the restrition of � to Ja[`℄.When this is done for suÆiently many primes `, F(1) an be dedued using theChinese Remainder Theorem.In the 1980's, Atkin [5℄ proposed a modi�ation of Shoof's algorithm for elliptiurves: for eah `, he only omputes the fatorization pattern of the modularpolynomial and redues the number of andidates for F(1) modulo `. It thenrequires more primes ` before having enough information to onlude. This methodhas exponential omplexity, but with further improvements by Elkies it led to theso-alled Shoof{Elkies{Atkin algorithm [28℄, whih is the fastest method to datefor large prime q.Our modular equations an be used in the same manner for a urve C of genusg. Let ` be a small prime oprime to q. Assume that we have omputed �` forthis urve and that it is squarefree. Then a partial fatorization an be omputedin order to �nd its fatorization pattern. Following the method developed in theprevious setion, it is possible to �nd all harateristi polynomials F that ouldyield this pattern. Then omputing the group order modulo ` for eah of theseases gives a list of andidates among whih the atual one lies.This yields the following algorithm \�a la Atkin":(1) While we do not have enough information, do(a) Choose a new small prime ` oprime to 2q;(b) Compute the fatorization pattern of �`;() Compute the values of �(1) mod ` ompatible with this pattern;(2) Determine the only value of �(1) ompatible with all the modular informa-tion.To illustrate this approah, we give a table of the possible patterns for ` = 3 ingenus 2 and the orresponding andidates for the ardinality of the Jaobian modulo3. Reall that all genus 2 urves satisfy the generiity assumption for 3-torsion.Theorem 5. Let C be a urve of genus 2 over a �nite �eld Fq of harateristidi�erent from 2 and 3. Assume that �3(C) is squarefree. Then the fatorizationpattern of �3(C) implies the values of #Ja(C) mod 3 aording to Table 1.As an example, onsider again the urve C de�ned in Setion 4.1 over the �eldFq with q = 101009 � 2 mod 3. Then the fatorization pattern of �3(C) is(1)2(2)(4)(8)4, whih implies that #Ja(C) � 0 mod 3.Similarly, the fatorization pattern of �5(C) is (3)52. Referring to the table givenin the Appendix, we dedue that only the �rst four ases of that table are to beonsidered. An exhaustive enumeration of all possible harateristi polynomials inthese four ases reveals that this polynomial is either (T 2+2T+4)2 or (T 2+3T+4)2;they both give the same number of points #Ja(C) � 4 mod 5.Complexity onsiderations. We onentrate on the ase of genus 2 urves, as theanalysis is already omplex in this ase, and gets worse in higher genus. We use



448 P. GAUDRY AND �E. SCHOSTTable 1q � 2 mod 3pattern #Ja(C) mod 3(10)4 2(2)2(6)6 1(4)(12)3 1(2)20 1(1)2(2)(4)(8)4 0(1)2(2)(3)2(6)5 0(1)8(2)16 0(1)5(2)4(3)(6)4 0(4)10 1,2
q � 1 mod 3pattern #Ja(C) mod 3(5)8 1,2(1)(2)2(3)(4)2(12)2 0,2(1)4(2)2(4)8 0,2(1)(3)4(9)3 0,1(1)4(3)12 0,1(1)40 0,1(4)10 2(2)2(6)6 1(2)20 1(1)2(2)(3)2(6)5 0(1)5(2)4(3)(6)4 0(1)8(2)16 0again the Oe notation, meaning that logarithmi fators are negleted. Further-more, we assume that fast polynomial arithmeti algorithms are used.We �x a urve C of genus 2 over a �nite �eld Fq , and we ompare the twostrategies for getting some information on ardinality modulo a prime ` oprime toq, namely the point-ounting algorithm \�a la Atkin" desribed above, whih givesonly partial information, and the \plain Shoof" algorithm, whih gives the exatnumber of points modulo `. We assume that we have omputed the `-torsion idealI` and the modular equation �` for the urve C.In Atkin's algorithm, we need to �nd the fatorization pattern of �`, whihamounts to performing the so-alled distint-degree fatorization of �`. The de-gree of �` is in O(`3); therefore, using lassial algorithms [31℄, the ost of thedetermination of the fatorization pattern is in Oe(`6 log q) operations in Fq .This has to be ompared to the plain Shoof algorithm. For that algorithm,we assume that the ideal I` has been put in a onvenient form, as explained insubsetion 4.1, so that any operation in the quotient algebra osts Oe(`4) operationsin Fq . There are `2 possible values for the polynomial � modulo `. Testing whihof them vanish modulo I` an be done in O(` + log q) operations in the quotientalgebra, that is, Oe�(`+ log q)`4� operations in Fq .6. Conlusion and future workAs a onlusion of the omplexity estimates of the previous setion, in the presentstate, plain Shoof's algorithm should be more eÆient that our extension of Atkin'salgorithm. However, we an remark that even for ellipti urves, Atkin's algorithmis not really faster than Shoof's algorithm, and beomes of pratial use only whenombined with Elkies' improvements. Hene our onstrution must be viewed asa �rst step towards better point-ounting algorithms. We now give more detailson the improvements that we expet to be possible and that ould lead to betteromplexities.� For the moment, we do not know how to ompute �` without �rst omput-ing the torsion ideal I` introdued in subsetion 4.1 and a onvenient basisfor it. We believe that it is possible to improve on the omplexity estimateOe(`8) that we gave there.



MODULAR EQUATIONS FOR HYPERELLIPTIC CURVES 449� The large ost of Atkin's algorithm omes from the determination of thefatorization pattern of �`. In the analysis we took a quadrati omplexityfor fatoring algorithms. There exist better algorithms, based on asymp-totially fast linear algebra [20℄. Even with their subquadrati omplexityAtkin's algorithm remains slower than plain Shoof's algorithm, but fur-ther progress in that diretion ould turn the situation in favor of Atkin'smethod.� In the ase of ellipti urves, Atkin's algorithm is used in ombination withElkies' method to form the so-alled SEA algorithm. The idea is to hekif �` has a linear fator, then, if this is the ase, to ompute the fatorof the torsion ideal I` orresponding to that root, and work modulo thislower degree ideal to onlude. In higher genus, we wish to apply the samestrategy, so as to design a hyperellipti Elkies' algorithm:{ De�ne hyperellipti Elkies primes to be the primes ` for whih �` hasa linear fator, or more generally a small degree fator, and study theprobability for a prime to be of this type.{ Design an algorithm to ompute a omponent of the `-torsion idealorresponding to a given fator of �`. Note that in the ellipti ase, thelassial approah for this task is based on modular forms; we expetthat our purely algebrai formulation will enable us to use e�etiveelimination algorithms instead.� Finally, note that the degree of our modular equation �` is (`2g�1)=(`�1),so it is always divisible by ` + 1. Finding an expliit Galois ation on theroots of �` having yles of length `+ 1 would yield a modular polynomialof degree (`2g � 1)=(`2 � 1). For instane, in genus 2, this would give apolynomial of degree `2+1 whose rational roots ould be used to onstrutfators of the torsion ideal.Appendix A. Fatorization patterns of �` in genus 2The lines in the following table are indexed by the possible deompositions ofthe Frobenius endomorphism � on Ja[`℄. These are given in the seond olumn.The �rst olumn gives the orresponding fatorization pattern of the harateristipolynomial of �, and the last gives the fatorization pattern of the modular equation�`.The notation for the fatorization patterns is de�ned in Setion 5. Notation suhas Ai or Bi denotes i � i matries with irreduible harateristi polynomials; thenotation � denotes any nonzero matrix. Lower ase letters stand for salars, whihmay be thought as 1� 1 matries.The modi�ed order ord�(P ) of a polynomial P is de�ned in Setion 5. Giventwo matries Ai; Bj, the notation ord(AiBj) is de�ned as the modi�ed order of theprodut of their harateristi polynomials. This notation extends to three or fourbloks.The harateristi polynomial of � is not neessarily squarefree, so we adoptanother notation for its fatorization pattern:[n1℄�1 � � � [nk℄�kstands for a produt P�11 � � �P�kk , where the Pi are distint irreduible polynomialsof degree ni, for i = 1; : : : ; k.
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Table A.1. Fatorization patterns of �` in genus 2.Char. pol. Matrix Pattern of modular polynomialOne fator of degree 4[4℄ A4 ( ord(A4); : : : ; ord(A4)| {z }`3+`2+`+1 )Two fators of degree 2[2℄2 A2 00 A2 ( ord(A2); : : : ; ord(A2)| {z }`3+`2+`+1 )[2℄2 A2 �0 A2 ( ord(A2); : : : ; ord(A2)| {z }`+1 ; ord(A22); : : : ; ord(A22)| {z }`2(`+1) )[2℄[2℄ A2 00 B2 ( ord(A2); : : : ; ord(A2)| {z }`+1 ; ord(B2); : : : ; ord(B2)| {z }`+1 ; ord(A2B2); : : : ; ord(A2B2)| {z }(`�1)(`+1)2 )One fator of degree 2, two of degree 1[2℄[1℄2 A2 00 b 00 b ( 1; : : : ; 1| {z }`+1 ; ord(A2); : : : ; ord(A2)| {z }`+1 ; ord(A2b); : : : ; ord(A2b)| {z }(`�1)(`+1)2 )[2℄[1℄2 A2 00 b �0 b ( 1; `; ord(A2); : : : ; ord(A2)| {z }`+1 ; ord(A2b); : : : ; ord(A2b)| {z }(`�1)(`+1) ; ord(A2b2); : : : ; ord(A2b2)| {z }`(`�1)(`+1) )[2℄[1℄[1℄ A2 00 b 00  ( 1; 1; ord(A2); : : : ; ord(A2)| {z }`+1 ; ord(b); : : : ; ord(b)| {z }`�1 ; ord(A2b); : : : ; ord(A2b)| {z }(`+1)(`�1) ;ord(A2); : : : ; ord(A2)| {z }(`+1)(`�1) ; ord(A2b); : : : ; ord(A2b)| {z }(`�1)2(`+1) )



MODULAR EQUATIONS FOR HYPERELLIPTIC CURVES 451Table A.2. Fatorization patterns of �` in genus 2, ontinued.Char. pol. Matrix Pattern of modular polynomialFour fators of degree 1[1℄4 a 00 a 00 a 00 a ( 1; : : : ; 1| {z }`3+`2+`+1 )[1℄4 a �0 a 00 a 00 a ( 1; : : : ; 1| {z }`2+`+1 ; `; : : : ; `| {z }`2 )[1℄4 a �0 a 00 a �0 a ( 1; : : : ; 1| {z }`+1 ; `; : : : ; `| {z }`2+` )[1℄4 a �0 a �0 a �0 a ( 1; `; ord(a3); : : : ; ord(a3)| {z }`2 ord(a4); : : : ; ord(a4)| {z }`3 )[1℄2[1℄2 a 00 a 00 b 00 b ( 1; : : : ; 1| {z }2`+2 ; ord(ab); : : : ; ord(ab)| {z }(`�1)(`+1)2 )
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Table A.3. Fatorization patterns of �` in genus 2, ontinued.Char. pol. Matrix Pattern of modular polynomialFour fators of degree 1, ontinued[1℄2[1℄2 a �0 a 00 b 00 b ( 1; : : : ; 1| {z }`+2 ; `; ord(ab); : : : ; ord(ab)| {z }(`�1)(`+1) ; ord(a2b); : : : ; ord(a2b)| {z }`(`�1)(`+1) )[1℄2[1℄2 a �0 a 00 b �0 b ( 1; 1; `; `; r; : : : ; r| {z }`�1 ; s1; : : : ; s1| {z }`(`�1) ; s2; : : : ; s2| {z }`(`�1) ; t; : : : ; t| {z }`2(`�1) )where r = ord(ab); s1 = ord(ab2); s2 = ord(a2b); t = ord(a2b2)[1℄2[1℄[1℄ a 00 a 00 b 00  ( 1; : : : ; 1| {z }`+3 ; r; : : : ; r| {z }`�1 ; s1; : : : ; s1| {z }`2�1 ; s2; : : : ; s2| {z }`2�1 ; t; : : : ; t| {z }(`2�1)(`�1) )where r = ord(b); s1 = ord(ab); s2 = ord(a); t = ord(ab)[1℄2[1℄[1℄ a �0 a 00 b 00  � 1; 1; 1; `; r1; : : : ; r1| {z }`�1 ; : : : ; r3; : : : ; r3| {z }`�1 ; s1; : : : ; s1| {z }`(`�1) ; s2; : : : ; s2| {z }`(`�1) ; t; : : : ; t| {z }(`�1)2 u; : : : ; u| {z }`(`�1)2 �where r1 = ord(b); r2 = ord(ab); r3 = ord(a);s1 = ord(a2b); s2 = ord(a2); t = ord(ab); u = ord(a2b)[1℄[1℄[1℄[1℄ a 00 b 00  00 d � 1; 1; 1; 1; r1; : : : ; r1| {z }`�1 ; : : : ; r6; : : : ; r6| {z }`�1 ; s1; : : : ; s1| {z }(`�1)2 ; : : : ; s4; : : : ; s4| {z }(`�1)2 ; t; : : : ; t| {z }(`�1)3 �where r1 = ord(ab); r2 = ord(a); r3 = ord(ad); r4 = ord(b);r5 = ord(bd); r6 = ord(d); s1 = ord(ab); s2 = ord(abd);s3 = ord(ad); s4 = ord(bd); t = ord(abd)
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